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Abstract

Quality management in LWR fuel manufacturing for the use in German reactors is based on
international guidelines and national/local authority requirements defined in operational licenses. The
quality management is twofold and comprises a quality assurance system and the check of
manufacturing documents including witnessing of fabrication processes and inspections. Utility and
authority appointed technical expert witness manufacturing and take part in inspections performed by
the manufacturer where the scope is strictly defined and does not provide possibilities of flexible
responses to manufacturing occurrences. For future developments in quality management HEW
supports strengthening the ideas of quality planning. Analysis of all factors influencing fuel reliability
shall be performed prior to manufacturing. This will increase the efforts in reviewing of drawings and
specifications. Included here shall be a review of processes that will be used in manufacturing. The
qualification and robustness of processes shall be demonstrated with special qualification programs
and analysis of manufacturing statistics. Instead of product/project related inspections the use of all
manufacturing data will provide a complete picture of the manufacturing quality. By applying
statistical methods it will be possible to identify trends in manufacturing before deviations occur. So
the basic driving force to implement statistical process control for the utilities is the wish to get
comprehensive information of delivered quality, whereas for manufacturers it might be to increase
production yields and thus to lower costs. The introduction and full use of statistical process control
requires open information about manufacturing processes and inspection results by the manufacturers.
This might include data judged to be economically sensitive. It also requires changes in attitude at the
utilities and appointed experts. HEW has started to review and change internal guidelines to allow
implementation of modern quality management instruments.

1. QUALITY MANAGEMENT FOR LWR FUEL - THE REGULATORY BACKGROUND

Already since the beginning of commercial use of nuclear energy, there was a vast agreement
among authorities and utilities, that quality assurance measures have to be taken in design,
manufacturing and operation of nuclear power plants and their components. The achieved successes
in development of new LWR fuel designs and advanced core operating strategies are unimaginable
without the accompanying quality assurance. The basic requirements for quality assurance here are
common for all the nuclear industry: Make sure, that all design requirements are fulfilled by
manufacturing and the final product.

Most international industry standards, e.g. 10 CFR 50 App B "Quality Assurance criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants", concentrate on the quality assurance system. It is obviously impossible to
introduce a standard quality assurance system for different companies as every company has different
external and internal constraints that have to be taken into account. However, the DIN/ISO 9000 ff
series provides some guidelines for the structure of a quality assurance system.

The quality management schemes applied in the German nuclear industry are regulated by
national and local authority requirements. The national guidelines are summarized in the rule KTA
1401 "General Requirements on Quality Assurance". Instead of focussing on the quality assurance
system, this rule describes overall requirements concerning quality assurance measures to be
implemented in design and manufacturing of nuclear power plants and their components. Also the
implementation in the power plant and operational procedure requirements are regulated here.



For any German nuclear facility the requirements above are applicable. The actual quality
management measures to be taken are, however, defined by the operating license and (possible)
additional instructions from the local nuclear regulatory authority. Thus the quality assurance
measures might differ for any individual power plant in Germany.

The regulatory requirements ask for checking of the quality assurance system and its
effectiveness by auditing as well as for checking of manufacturing documents, processes and
performance of product inspections by the plant operator. Licensing authority supervises the quality
management procedures implemented by the operator. The technical review and check of
manufacturing is performed by independent experts hired by the authorities.

2. ACTUAL REVIEW PROCESS FOR FUEL FOR HEWS PLANTS

Based on operational licenses and guidelines the quality assurance performed for fuel
assemblies can be divided in several steps. The fuel supplier, plant operator and independent technical
experts appointed by licensing authority are involved. This paper will be focussed on steps related to
manufacturing.

The responsibility for product quality is primarily with the supplier who has complete control
over manufacturing. The quality assurance steps taken by the plant operator and independent expert
are very much comparable. They can be divided as follows:

a) Manufacturing documents review.

This review step shall assure, that all design boundaries are kept. Any constraints from
licensing need to be fulfilled. The review includes detailed checking of drawings and
specifications for all components and piece parts including material conditions of a fuel
assembly. The operational experience and manufacturing experience are considered in this
review process. Finally it is stated, that all fuel assemblies manufactured according to these
documents will be suitable for insertion into the core.

b) Fabrication process qualifications review.

Only suitable processes shall be used for manufacturing. The qualification of important
processes has to be demonstrated and is reviewed. Which process needs qualification is
described in the manufacturing documents mentioned above. The aim of the qualification
process is to proof, that the manufacturing will yield products according to specification if
manufacturing parameters are kept within qualified and tested limits. The parameter sheets
derived from the qualification provide the boundary used for actual production. Also here, the
final statement is, that manufacturing applying these qualified processes including the relevant
manufacturing parameters will yield fuel assemblies whose quality allows insertion into the
reactor.

c) Witnessing of actual fabrication and product inspection.

Manufacturing visits used to be the major step in quality assurance in the past. Frequent visits
and the discussions during fabrication and inspection can provide an immediate response to any
occurrences.

With the manufacturing visits both, the plant operator and the technical expert will get the
necessary understanding of the manufacturing process and can by comparison with former
manufacturing campaigns conclude on the relative product quality.

d) Check of documentation.
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The final documentation needs to be reviewed because here all specified inspections are
certified by the manufacturer. The results are checked. The utility and the technical expert get
hereby the confirmation, that the product meets the design specification or that any deviations
that have occurred are acceptable from a product performance point of view. Traceability to
raw material is checked to assure all parameters influencing performance of the product can be
retrieved later in case of any performance problems.

The manufacturing documents also describe in detail all inspections to be performed by the
manufacturer. The witnessing of fabrication and inspection by the utility and the independent expert
is thus a visit to watch the fuel suppliers doing their work correctly.

The internal guidelines developed for the quality assurance process are based on the operational
license and authority requirements. Whereas the review of manufacturing documents and
qualifications is described pretty coarse, the manufacturing visits and participation in inspections are
defined in much detail. E.g. for KKK the scope and frequency for visits is pre-determined on the fuel
assembly component level.

With all these detailed instructions it is easy to demonstrate conformance with the internal
guidelines by simple check lists. However, the current approach asks for visits even in those cases,
where no deviations have happened over several projects, but it will not require special attention to
those areas, which have proven to be problematic in the past or today. Thus there is no system
immanent flexibility to customize the quality assurance approach to a changing environment.

3. SOME IDEAS FOR A FUTURE QUALITY ASSURANCE APPROACH

Although there is agreement on the necessity of quality assurance measures performed by the
utility and independent experts, the market situation requires a reasonable and effective approach.
Also in the field of quality management - like in other technical areas - new methods have been
developed in recent years. Slowly they are now introduced also into the nuclear business. The driving
force for all developments were economic aspects. The recent developments may be summarized by
the following principles:

• Design robust processes and products

• Analyze influences on product quality and control them during production

• Increase efforts in production planning and process qualification to increase process yields

These principles are governed by the idea of ,,doing it right the first time". This ,,first pass
acceptance" policy will reduce production costs and lead to substantial economic advantages. But
how could this influence the quality assurance measures taken by the utility and independent experts?

Obviously it is in the interest of the utility to cut costs anticipated with quality assurance
programs - without compromising product quality. By simply changing the focus in the review
process and during manufacturing the new quality management philosophy can be implemented.

The review of the manufacturing documents has to be strengthened. The incentive here is to
evaluate, that the drawings and specifications will limit manufacturing variability inside the boundary
given by the design and the licensing constraints. It will, however, not be sufficient to review these
manufacturing documents. Fabrication processes have to be evaluated in parallel. The introduction of
statistical methods like the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) will help to design stable and
reliable fabrication processes.
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A systematic analysis with the help of statistical methods allows to discuss process control
measures during the product and manufacturing process design. The effectiveness of the process
control can itself be also checked by applying statistical methods.

The technical expert and the utility will by the review of the process analysis and design data
gain a real good understanding of the fabrication and inspection flow. Based on the deep knowledge
about the process flow in manufacturing, the follow-up visits can be focussed on items of real
importance. Thus the frequency of visits - and therefore the encountered costs - can be reduced when
manufacturing process qualification and stability is proven.

4. STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL AND IMPLICATIONS ON MANUFACTURING REVIEWS

Good and accurate planning provides the basis for high quality production, however, to give a
statement about actual delivered quality, manufacturing and inspection data is needed. The two ways
to gather the necessary data are

Sample data from product inspections for the specific project and demonstrate, that drawing
and specification requirements are met.

Make use of statistical process control and sample data over the entire production. Demonstrate
that processes are stable and that products meet specified criteria.

The review of the entire production will provide a comprehensive overview on production and
its control. Any trend recognized can be strengthened for increasing quality or adjusted, when it leans
towards lower production yields. The statistical methods will provide guidelines on how to control the
process, about sampling frequencies as well as give indications when changes in the process were
initiated. The latter might allow identification of process disturbances and their root cause. So
preventive actions can be taken for the future. The statistical methods also allow for evaluation of the
product quality produced over a certain time frame.

For the manufacturer the incentive to use the statistical process control clearly is the potential
to cut costs by increased production yields achieved with well controlled production. Once
established the effort for process control sampling will be less than for the traditional quality
assurance inspections. The focus is laid on those process steps, that need improvement, whereas the
checking frequency for the stable processes is relaxed.

The utilities will certainly support any development that is leading to lower costs for the
supplier because in a competitive market, the utility as the customer will profit in the end. But there is
also a more immediate incentive for the utilities: narrowing the manufacturing follow-up visits closer
on those issues directly affecting quality will allow to reduce the utility's and the independent
expert's efforts while maintaining the quality standards.

5. FIRST STEPS TOWARDS IMPLEMENTATION STATISTICAL METHODS FOR HEW'S
PLANTS

As mentioned above, the quality assurance measures taken by the utility are based on national
and local authority requirements. Thus any change needs licensing authorities' concurrence.

The plant internal guidelines are now reviewed and will be changed. In all cases, the focus of
quality assurance measures is to strengthen planning and design. The actual manufacturing visits shall
be limited to changed processes and components of major importance including those components
with deviations.

HEW has approached the authority and its experts and discussed changes in the manufacturing
accompanying quality assurance process. New guidelines were presented. Everybody was willing to
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listen and to add the new concepts. The consequential drop of aspects of the traditional concept was,
however, not fully appreciated.

In parallel HEW has discussed the potential of the new approach with the fuel suppliers, who
are by far more open minded. Although manufacturing statistics, production quality data, process
yields etc. are sensitive economic data which need to be disclosed to utilities and the technical expert
to make full use of the statistical approach, the suppliers are ready to implement statistical process
control in those manufacturing steps, where real mass production takes place.

Focussing quality assurance measures on those components or fabrication steps which are of
major importance or had deviations in the past should be considered to improve the effectiveness of
the quality assurance approach.
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